Airport Regulations:
• Start at the airport entrance
• Shuffle and place Boarding Pass deck in the space below
• Take turns drawing a boarding pass card
• Move your piece according to the card using all spaces, including terminals
• First one to exit the airport wins!
LAX At Home

Cut along the dotted lines and choose your game piece!

- LAX Theme Building
- FAA Tower
- FlyAway Shuttle
- Airplane
- LAX Sign
- LAX Pylons
- Tom Bradley Bust
- Construction Cone
You didn’t arrive two hours ahead of your flight’s boarding time! Go back one space.

You caught a LAX Presents performance! Bravo! Go forward one space.

You used Terminal B Pickup instead of the curb! Go forward one space.

You enjoyed new LAX art on display! Go forward one space.

Change is good, but not when it’s your gate number. Go back two spaces.

No traffic on the 105! Just kidding. Lose a turn.

You arrived early and enjoyed a coffee break and healthy snack! Go forward two spaces.

You checked into your flight online, saving time at the terminal for food and fun. Go forward two spaces.
Your flight is delayed due to weather at your destination. LA doesn’t have bad weather. 

Go back one space.

Your flight is on time! LAX ranks third in the country for on-time departures, BTW. 

Go forward one space.

Your airline rewards got you into the lounge. You feel like J.Lo. 

Go forward two spaces.

The airport bartender changed the TV to the big game for you. 

Go forward one space.

You knew LAX was under major construction but still didn’t leave early. Come on. 

Go back two spaces.

You used LAX-it to catch a taxi or ride app! Wasn’t that easy? 

Go forward two spaces.

You checked @FlyLAXstats on Twitter for parking availability. 

Good call. 

Go forward one space.

TSA was a breeze, because LAX has one of the fastest processing times around. 

Go forward one space.
You forgot your purse at the gate. Quick, go file a claim online at FlyLAX.com.
Go back one space.

Your taxi driver knew a shortcut to the airport.
Go forward two spaces.

The paparazzi mistook you for Justin Bieber and now you are being mobbed by millennials.
Lose a turn.

Upgraded! Your airline bumped you up to First Class!
Go forward one space.

Insta-time! LAX is the most Instagrammed airport in the U.S. thanks to your post.
Go forward one space.

You hopped off the plane at LAX with a dream and a cardigan.
Go forward three spaces.

Your cell phone lost power. Now you are stuck at an outlet.
Go back one space.

You ordered food online at LAXshopdine.com.
Go forward two spaces.
You found your friend at the curb. On a Sunday night. Bravo!
Go forward two spaces.

You left your passport on the bar, but Brad Pitt found it, sought you out and returned it.
Go forward one space.

Your carry-on doesn’t fit in the overhead bin. Again.
Go back one space.

Airport police found your lost water bottle in the sea of lost water bottles. Literally a miracle.
Go forward one space.

The Sepulveda tunnel is closed for a power wash.
Go back one space.

You got a screaming deal on some German chocolate at the duty-free store! Score!
Go forward one space.

Your pilot accidentally took you to Maui instead of Memphis. Whoops.
Go forward one space.

LAX opened up a new lounge, just for you. And thousands of others.
Go forward one space.
You spotted host of “The Bachelor” Chris Harrison and took a selfie to capture the moment. 
Go forward one space.

You used the inter-terminal connector bus to catch your connecting flight. 
Go forward one space.

You met one of the LAX Pets Unstressing Passengers (PUP) therapy dogs! 
Take another turn.

You tried to use the Tom Brady Terminal instead of the Tom Bradley International Terminal. 
Go back two spaces.

You used the Mobile Passport app to expedite entry at customs. 
Smart move! 
Go forward one space.

You used the fast and free LAX WiFi to watch Tiger King. 
Go forward one space but then go back two because Carole Baskin.

You waited at the curb way too long. The white zone is for loading and unloading only people! 
Go back one space.

You visited the amazing Flight Path museum at LAX. History is in the air in L.A.! 
Go forward one space.
Your compact rental car was upgraded to a full size.
Go forward one space.

You caught the latest, hottest L.A. celebrity voice welcoming passengers at the terminal.
Go forward three spaces.
#VoicesOfLA

Traffic.
Go back one space.
Traffic.
Go back one space.

You used the FlyAway from Union Station, saving time and money!
Go forward two spaces.

You took a selfie along the iconic tile mosaic hallway.
Go forward one space.

You visited the famous Bob Hope USO!
Go forward one space, and thank our troops.

You agreed to pick up your friend at LAX. The greatest act of friendship possible.
Go forward two spaces.